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ABSTRACT
The regression kink (RK) design is an increasingly popular empirical method for estimating causal e!ects of
policies, such as the e!ect of unemployment bene"ts on unemployment duration. Using simulation stud-
ies based on data from existing RK designs, we empirically document that the statistical signi"cance of RK
estimators based on conventional standard errors can be spurious. In the simulations, false positives arise as
a consequence of nonlinearities in the underlying relationship between the outcome and the assignment
variable, con"rming concerns about the misspeci"cation bias of discontinuity estimators pointed out by
Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik. As a complement to standard RK inference, we propose that researchers
construct a distribution of placebo estimates in regions with andwithout a policy kink and use this distribu-
tion togauge statistical signi"cance. Under the assumption that the locationof the kinkpoint is random, this
permutation test has exact size in "nite samples for testing a sharp null hypothesis of no e!ect of the pol-
icy on the outcome. We implement simulation studies based on existing RK applications that estimate the
e!ect of unemployment bene"ts on unemployment duration and show that our permutation test as well
as inference procedures proposed by Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik improve upon the size of standard
approaches, while having su#cient power to detect an e!ect of unemployment bene"ts on unemployment
duration. Supplementary materials for this article are available online.

!. Introduction

Wedevelop a permutation test for RegressionKink (RK) designs
that rely on an identi!cation principle analogous to the one
underlying the better-known Regression Discontinuity designs.
Regression Discontinuity designs estimate the change in the
level of an outcome Y at the threshold level of the assignment
variable V at which the level of the policy changes discontinu-
ously (see, e.g., Thistlethwaite and Campbell 1960, Imbens and
Lemieux 2008). RK designs exploit discontinuous changes in the
slope of a policy B at a speci!c level of the assignment variable
and assess whether there is also a discontinuous change in the
slope of the outcome variable. By comparing the ratio of the slope
change in the outcome variable with the slope change in the pol-
icy variable at the kink point, the RK design recovers a causal
e"ect of the policy on the outcome at the kink point. This is again
analogous to RD designs that calculate the ratio of the change in
the level of the outcome to the change in the level of treatment
at the discontinuity. The slope change at the kink point identi-
!es the average e"ect of increasing the policy conditional on the
level of the assignment variable at the kink point. Key identi!-
cation and inference results for the RK design were derived in
Nielsen, Sørensen, and Taber (2010), Card, Lee, Pei and Weber
(2015a, CLPW in the following), Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiu-
nik (2014b, CCT in the following), and Calonico, Cattaneo, and
Farrell (2016).
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This article discusses the proposed permutation test for the
RK design, its underlying assumptions and implementation.
For motivation, we begin by describing the RK design based on
an example from a growing body of literature that implements
the RK design to estimate the causal e"ect of unemployment
bene!ts B on an outcome Y such as unemployment duration
or employment (see, e.g., Britto 2015, CLPW; Card et al. 2015a;
Kyyrä and Pesola 2015; Landais 2015; Sovago 2015; Kolsrud,
Landais, Nilsson, and Spinnewijn 2015, KLNS in the following).
Despite being crucial for policy design, it is di#cult to address
the question of whether unemployed individuals stay out of
work for longer if they receive more generous bene!ts in the
absence of a randomized experiment. RK studies of unem-
ployment insurance aim to !ll this gap by exploiting the fact
that many unemployment insurance systems pay out bene!ts
B that rise linearly with prior income V , up to a bene!t cap B̄
for individuals earning above a reference income V̄ , the kink
point. In such a schedule, the slope of the policy variable B
with respect to the assignment variable V decreases discontin-
uously at V̄ . To study the e"ect of bene!ts B on unemployment
duration, researchers estimate the extent to which the slope
of the outcome variable Y—unemployment duration—with
respect to the assignment variable changes discontinuously at
such kink points. Intuitively, if unemployment bene!ts have no
impact on unemployment duration, one would not expect to see
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discontinuous changes in the slope of unemployment duration
Y and prior incomeV at a kink point V̄ . However, if unemploy-
ment bene!ts do deter individuals from !nding employment,
one would expect discontinuous changes in the slope of unem-
ployment duration with respect to prior income at kink points
that depend on the strength of the causal e"ect of bene!ts B on
unemployment duration Y . Section 2 provides a more detailed
review of the RK design and key identi!cation results.

While the RK design has become increasingly popular, RK
estimators as typically implemented may su"er from non-
negligible misspeci!cation bias and consequently incorrectly
centered con!dence intervals (CCT). Inmost applications of the
RK design, researchers use local linear or quadratic estimators
to estimate the slope change at the kink and choose bandwidths
with the goal of minimizing mean squared error (Fan and
Gijbels 1996). Table A.1 in the Appendix provides an overview
of 44 RK studies, the vast majority of which use a linear or
quadratic speci!cation. In these speci!cations, misspeci!cation
bias can arise as a consequence of nonlinearity in the conditional
expectation function. To observe how, consider Figure 1, which
displays data-with a piecewise linear data-generating process
(DGP) featuring a kink and a quadratic DGP with no kink.
The top panel of Figure 1 shows that the estimated conditional
means from these two DGPs are visually indistinguishable.
However, applying local linear estimators that are common in
the RK literature to both DGPs indicates statistically highly
signi!cant slope changes at the kink, even though the quadratic
DGP does not feature a discontinuous slope change. CCT show
that such misspeci!cation bias is non-negligible with standard
bandwidth selectors and leads to poor empirical coverage of the
resulting con!dence intervals. As a remedy, CCT develop an
alternative estimation and inference approach for RD and RK
designs based on a bias-correction of the estimators and a new
standard error estimator that re$ects the bias correction.

To provide a complement and a robustness check to existing
RK inference, we propose a permutation test that treats the
location of the kink point V̄ as random and has exact size in
!nite samples. The key assumption underlying our test is that
the location of the policy kink point is randomly drawn from
a set of potential kink locations. This assumption is rooted in
a thought experiment in which the data are taken as given and
only the location of the kink point V̄ is thought of as a random
variable with a known distribution. In many RK contexts,
this assumption is appealing because the kink point’s location
is typically not chosen based on features of the DGP and in
some cases—such as kinks in many unemployment insurance
schedules—is determined as the outcome of a stochastic process
(see Section 3). Under the null hypothesis that the policy has
no e"ect on the outcome and the assumption that the location
of the policy kink is randomly drawn from a speci!ed support,
the distribution of placebo estimates provides an exact null
distribution for the test statistic at the policy kink. We prove
that the permutation test controls size exactly in !nite samples.

We implement simulation studies to compare the size and
power of our permutation test to that of standard RK inference
as well as the RK estimators and con!dence intervals devel-
oped in CCT. Speci!cally, we simulate data based on estimated
DGPs from existing RK applications aimed at estimating the
e"ect of unemployment bene!ts on unemployment duration

Figure !. Piecewise linear and quadratic simulated DGPs. The data-generating pro-
cess (DGP) is either linearwith a kink (bluedots) orquadratic (reddiamonds)without
a kink. We generate #""" observations with a variance of #! and plot the data in bins
based on the approach in Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (!"#&a, !"#'). We estimate
a linear regression kink model with heteroscedasticity-robust standard errors. The
top panel shows the relationship between the outcome variable and the running
variable for both the piecewise linear and the quadratic DGP. In the middle panel,
we display the data for the piecewise linear DGP and add the estimates from a local
linear model. In the bottom panel, we display the data for the quadratic (no kink)
DGP and estimates from a local linear model.

in Austria and Sweden (Card et al. 2015b, Kolsrud et al. 2015).
These Monte Carlo simulations document that asymptotic
inference and standard bandwidth choice procedures (Fan and
Gijbels 1996) lead to over-rejection of the null hypothesis; RK
estimates are statistically signi!cant using asymptotic methods
even when the kink is fact zero. Further simulation studies
show that asymptotic inference and standard bandwidth choice
procedures are particularly problematic—as evidenced by high
Type I error rates—when the relationship between outcome
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and assignment variable is nonlinear. By contrast, CCT and
the permutation test maintain actual size close to nominal
size.

Following our analysis of size, we subsequently analyze
power. The simulation studies further reveal that both the per-
mutation test and the estimator based on CCT have su#cient
power to reject the null hypothesis based on the e"ect sizes in
KLNS, that is, they reject the hypothesis that unemployment
bene!ts do not a"ect unemployment duration. In the simula-
tion studies, we also document examples of settings in which the
permutation test fails to detect nonzero kinks. This can occur
when the relationship between the outcome and the assign-
ment variable is su#ciently nonlinear relative to the magni-
tude of the kink. Overall, the simulation studies document that
there is a spectrum of estimators’ performance: standard asymp-
totic inference has much larger than nominal size, meaning
that it substantially over-rejects the null hypothesis, CCT has
closer to nominal size and lower power and the permutation test
yields exact nominal size but the lowest power compared to its
alternatives.

Our permutation test also serves as a complement to existing
inference methods for Regression Discontinuity (RD) designs.
Applying our procedure to simulated data based on two existing
RD applications shows that the permutation test has similar
size and power to existing RDmethods. In particular, Cattaneo,
Frandsen, and Titiunik (2015) developed a randomization
inference approach for RD designs based on an interpretation
of RD designs as local randomized experiments in a narrow
window around the RD cuto". While the procedure developed
by Cattaneo, Frandsen, and Titiunik (2015) treats the locations
of observations above and below the cuto" as random within a
narrow window and also proposes a method for the selection of
the window in which the randomization assumption holds, our
test o"ers a complementary approach by treating the location
of the kink point or cuto" itself as random.

By drawing on randomization inference, the permutation test
that we propose builds on a long tradition in the statistics litera-
ture (Fisher 1935; Lehmann and Stein 1949; Welch and Gutier-
rez 1988; Welch 1990; Rosenbaum 2001; Ho and Imai 2006,
see Rosenbaum 2002, for an introduction), which has recently
seen renewed interest among econometricians (see, for instance,
Bertrand, Du$o, and Mullainathan 2004; Imbens and Rosen-
baum 2005; Chetty, Looney, and Kroft 2009; Abadie, Diamond,
and Hainmueller 2010; Abadie, Athey, Imbens, andWooldridge
2014; Cattaneo, Frandsen, and Titiunik 2015). Our approach
generalizes a suggestion by Imbens and Lemieux (2008) for
the RD design—“testing for a zero e"ect in settings where it is
known that the e"ect should be 0”—to the RKdesign by estimat-
ing slope changes in regionswhere there is no change in the slope
of the policy. Engström et al. (2015) and Gelman and Imbens
(2014) pursued related placebo analyses. Our article builds on
CCT in developing new methods to deal with misspeci!cation
bias in RK and RD designs. In related work, Landais (2015) pro-
posed an alternative way of gauging the robustness in RK esti-
mates by constructing di"erence-in-di"erences RK estimates
based on the same kink point, albeit using data from time peri-
odswith andwithout the presence of an actual policy kink.Ando
(forthcoming) usesMonte Carlo simulations to argue that linear

RK estimates are biased in the presence of plausible amounts of
curvature.

". Notation and Review

!.". Identi#cation in the Regression Kink Design

The following section reviews key results and notation for the
RK design based on CLPW and CCT and illustrates the method
based on RK designs aimed at estimating the causal e"ect of
unemployment bene!ts B on an outcome Y unemployment
duration, by exploiting kinks in the unemployment insurance
schedule (see Britto 2015, Card et al. 2015a, CLPW,KLNS, Kyyrä
and Pesola 2015, Landais 2015, and Sovago 2015).

Formally, the outcomeY is modeled as

Y = y(B,V,U ) (1)

where B denotes the policy variable, V denotes a running vari-
able, here thought of as prior income, which determines the
assignment of B, and U denotes an error term. Analogous to
treatment e"ects for binary treatments, de!ned as y(1,V,U ) !
y(0,V,U ) in a potential outcomes framework, the treatment
parameter that RK designs intend to estimate is the marginal
e"ect of increasing the level of the policy B on the outcome Y ,
that is,

dy(B,V,U )

dB
. (2)

Integrating this marginal e"ect over the distribution of U con-
ditional on B = b and V = v leads to the “treatment on the
treated” parameter in Florens, Heckman, Meghir, and Vytlacil
(2008):

TTB=b,V=v =
!

!y(b, v, u)

!b
dFU |B=b,V=v (u) (3)

where FU |B=b,V=v denotes the conditional c.d.f. of the error term
U . In the context of unemployment bene!ts, this corresponds to
the average e"ect ofmarginally increasing unemployment bene-
!ts on unemployment duration for individuals with unemploy-
ment bene!ts B = b and prior incomeV = v .

The key feature that RK designs exploit is a discrete slope
change in the assignment mechanism of the policy. Let
B = b(V ) denote the continuous policy function. In many
unemployment systems, bene!ts B rise linearly with the prior
income V that an individual earned before becoming unem-
ployed. A maximum level of bene!ts is typically o"ered for
individuals earning above a higher reference income V̄ . A
minimum $oor on bene!ts is also typically o"ered for individ-
uals with reference income below some minimum threshold.
The existence of a bene!t maximum implies that the slope
between the policy variable B (unemployment bene!ts) and the
assignment variable V (prior income) changes discontinuously
at V̄ when the prior income rises above the reference income.
To illustrate an example of a kink at which the slope of the
bene!t schedule increases discretely around a minimum bene!t
$oor, the top panel of Figure 2 shows plots of unemployment
bene!ts plotted against earnings in the previous year based
on Austrian UI data (CLPW). The bene!t schedule or policy
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Figure ". RK Example: UI Benefits in Austria. Notes: the figures are based on Card
et al. (!"#'b). T-min refers to theearnings threshold atwhichbenefits start to rise. Bin
number chosen based on the approach by Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (!"#&a,
!"#').

function B = b(V ) can be simply described as follows:

!b(V )

!v
=

"
"1, v < V̄
"2, V̄ < v

, (4)

where "1 "= "2 and limv#V̄ db(v )/dv = "1 and limv$V̄ db(v )/

dv = "2. In this example, the researchers analyze a location V̄
at which the slope of unemployment bene!ts B with respect to
prior incomeV rises discontinuously, that is, "1 < "2.

Researchers can exploit the discrete change in the policy
function b(V ) at the kink point to identify the marginal e"ect of
the policy. Intuitively, if unemployment bene!ts have no impact
on unemployment duration, one would not expect to see dis-
continuous changes in the slope of unemployment duration and
prior income at kink points. However, if unemployment ben-
e!ts do deter individuals from going back to work, then one
would expect discontinuous changes in the slope of unemploy-
ment duration with respect to prior income at kink points. At
the kink, one would expect a positive slope change as individ-
uals above the reference income receive more generous bene-
!ts and consequently stay unemployed for longer. To study the
e"ect of bene!ts B on unemployment duration, researchers can
then estimate the extent to which the slope of the outcome vari-
able Y—unemployment duration—with respect to the assign-
ment variable changes discontinuously at such kink points. To
illustrate, the bottom panel in Figure 2 plots a measure of unem-
ployment durationY against the running variableV , earnings in

the previous year, again based on Austrian UI data (CLPW) and
documents an apparent slope change at the kink point.

!.!. Estimation and Identi#cation

TheRK estimand, #RK, is de!ned in the population as the change
in the slope of the outcome variable at the kink point normalized
by the slope change in the policy at the kink point:

#RK %
limv$V̄ dE(Y |V = v )/dv ! limv#V̄ dE(Y |V = v )/dv

limv$V̄ db(v )/dv ! limv#V̄ db(v )/dv
. (5)

In the example of unemployment bene!ts, the denominator
of this expression—that is, the slope change in the policy variable
at the reference income—corresponds to limv$V̄ db(v )/dv !
limv#V̄ db(v )/dv = "2 ! "1. This is analogous to the denomi-
nator in fuzzy RD designs, which scales up the di"erence in the
level of the outcome variable at the discontinuity by the di"er-
ence in the level of the treatment at the discontinuity.

CLPWprove that the RK estimand in (5) identi!es the “treat-
ment on the treated” parameter in (3) (Florens et al. 2008) for
individuals at the kink point under mild regularity conditions,
in particular an assumption of smoothness of y, so that

#RK =
!

!y(b, v, u)

!b
dFU |B=b,V=V (u). (6)

Local polynomial regression techniques are used for estima-
tion of #RK (Fan and Gijbels 1996). The data are split into two
subsamples to the left and right of the kink point (denoted by
+ and !, respectively) and a local polynomial regression is esti-
mated separately for each subsample. For the sharp RK design,
in which the slope change in the policy at the kink point—
normalized to V̄ = 0 in the following—is known, this amounts
to solving the following least squares problem in the sample:

min
{$!

j }

N!#

i=1

$

Y!
i !

p%
j=0

$̃!
j

&
V!
i

' j
(2

K
)
V!
i
h

*

min
{$+

j }

N+#

i=1

$

Y+
i !

p%
j=0

$̃+
j

&
V+
i

' j
(2

K
)
V+
i
h

*

subject to $̃!
0 = $̃+

0

#̂
p
RK %

)
$̃+
1 ! $̃!

1

*
/("2 ! "1). (7)

Here, p denotes the order of the polynomial, K the kernel func-
tion, and h the bandwidth used for estimation. In the literature,
the bandwidth is typically chosen based on the formula in Fan
and Gijbels or the procedure in CCT. The numerator of the left-
hand side of equation (7) is identi!ed as $̂+

1 ! $̂!
1 . The papers in

the RK literature have primarily adopted a uniform kernel as the
choice of K and overwhelmingly use local linear and quadratic
speci!cations.

!.$. Asymptotic Bias

A potential problem of RK designs is that nonlinearities of the
conditional expectation function E[Y |V = v] can generate bias
in the estimator #̂ P

RK. Panel 3 of Figure 1 illustrates the intuition
for this result as curvature of the conditional expectation func-
tion generates bias of linear RK estimators. A formal argument
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supporting this intuition follows fromCCTwho derive a general
formula for the asymptotic bias of RK and RD estimators. Based
on the general formula, the asymptotic misspeci!cation bias of
local linear RK estimators is proportional to (m(2)

+ + m(2)
! )h,

where h is the bandwidth and the termsm( j)
+ andm( j)

! denote the
limits of the jth derivative of m(v ) % E[Y |V = v] from above
and below at the kink. A similar expression can be derived for
local quadratic estimators for which !rst-order bias is propor-
tional to third-order terms of the conditional mean function.
CCTprove that suchmisspeci!cation bias is non-negligible with
standard bandwidth selectors and thus leads to poor empirical
coverage of the resulting con!dence intervals.

#. A Permutation Test for the Regression Kink Design

$.". The Thought Experiment

We propose a simple permutation test to assess the null hypoth-
esis that treatment has no e"ect on the outcome of interest. At
the core of our test is the assumption that the location of the pol-
icy kink can be considered as randomly drawn from a known
set of placebo kink points. This assumption needs to be evalu-
ated in the context of the speci!c research design under scrutiny.
We describe a method for how researchers can estimate a distri-
bution of placebo kink points in the context of unemployment
insurance systems. In this interval, we can reassign the location
of the kink and calculate RK estimates, #̂

p
RK, at these placebo

kinks. The permutation test assesses the extremeness of the esti-
mated change in the slope at the kink point relative to estimated
slope changes at nonkink points under the null hypothesis that
the policy does not a"ect the outcome.

The thought experiment underlying this permutation test
and randomization inference more generally is di"erent from
the one underlying asymptotic inference. The idea underlying
asymptotic inference is one of sampling observations from a
large population. In contrast, the thought experiment in ran-
domization inference is based on a !xed population that the
researcher observes in the data, with the realizations of the run-
ning variable v and the outcome variable y, in which the assign-
ment of treatment is sampled repeatedly. In the latter approach,
treatment assignment is thought of as the random variable. Our
test therefore does not treat the sample as being drawn from a
(super) population for which we seek inference but rather takes
the observed sample as given and tests hypotheses regarding this
particular sample, treating the location of the policy kink as a
random variable.

$.!. The Permutation Test Statistic

This subsection introduces the reduced form RK estimator as
the test statistic for the permutation test, which can be easily
adjusted to correspond to researchers’ modeling choices in a
given RK application. We let y denote the vector of yi values, v
denote the vector of vi realizations and k denote a potential kink
point, with a policy kink featuring a discontinuous slope change
in the policy or a placebo kink not featuring such a discon-
tinuous slope change. The data are a vector of n observations
each with (yi, vi, b(vi)) denoting outcome, running variable,
and policy variable: in the context of using the RK design to
estimate the e"ect of unemployment bene!ts on unemployment

duration, these would correspond to unemployment duration,
prior income, and unemployment bene!ts, respectively.

For notational tractability and expositional clarity, our expo-
sition pertains to the linear RK model with a uniform kernel.
This can be easily generalized to higher-order polynomials and
other kernels. De!ne the matrix

vk % ṽ(k) (8)

%

+

,-
1 (v1 ! k) (v1 ! k)1(v1 & k)
...

...
...

1 (vn ! k) (vn ! k)1(vn & k)

.

/0 .

Wede!ne the test statistic for the slope change at the potential
kink point k as

T (v, y, k) % ( 0 0 1)' (vk 'vk)!1vk 'y, (9)
|vi ! k| ( h(v, y, k),

where h(v, y, k) denotes the bandwidth used for estimation.
This test statistic corresponds to the reduced form of a lin-
ear RK estimator. At the true kink point, which we label k),
this estimator—scaled up by the slope change at the policy—
identi!es the causal e"ect of the policy on the “treated,”1 !y(b,v,u)

!b dFU |B=b(k)),V=k),(u), under the assumptions laid out
in CLPW. We can calculate the test statistic T (v, y, k) at the
true policy kink point k), T (v, y, k)), and at other points k *
[vmin, vmax] in the range of v .

Modeling choices. The test statistic used for the permutation
test should correspond to the RK estimator and preferred mod-
eling choices, including bandwidth (or a bandwidth selection
mechanism), polynomial order, and bias correction using the
approach developed by CCT, implemented by the researcher for
the RK estimator at the actual policy kink. The permutation
test approach can be easily generalized to incorporate alterna-
tive RK estimators, polynomial orders, and bandwidth choices.
It also can be easily applied to a Regression Discontinuity appli-
cation (see Section 5). The Monte Carlo studies that we present
in Section 4 provide some guidance for the modeling choices
and suggest that estimators based on the procedure in CCT per-
form relatively well compared to local polynomial estimators
with bandwidth choice based on Fan and Gijbels (1996).

$.$. The Randomization Assumption

The core assumption underlying our permutation test is that the
location of the policy kink point k) can be thought of as being
randomly drawn:

Assumption: Random Kink Placement. k) is a realization
of a random variable K distributed according to a known
distribution P.

The assumption that the policy kink location can be thought
of as being randomly drawn is a strong but natural one in
the context of many RK designs. It would be violated if, for
instance, policy-makers had chosen a kink location explic-
itly or implicitly in response to the shape of the conditional
expectation function E[Y |V ], for example, at a location where
curvature is particularly high or low. For example, the KLNS
study an example where the bene!t cap was raised beginning in
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2001. If policy-makers raised the cap speci!cally because they
observed curvature in unemployment duration near the policy
kink, this would contaminate this analysis. However, the insti-
tutional setup in KLNS makes this type of violation unlikely.
We discuss four implementable strategies for researchers to
identify P.

1. Estimation of stochastic process based on institutional
features. In the example of estimating the causal e"ect of unem-
ployment bene!ts on unemployment duration, researchers
implementing the permutation test for the RKdesign can exploit
features of many unemployment insurance systems to directly
estimate the distribution P. In many unemployment insurance
systems, the location of the kink point at which bene!ts are
capped is determined as a consequence of past aggregate wage
growth in the economy. For instance, in Austria—the setting of
the study by CLPW—the earnings ceiling in the unemployment
insurance system changes as a function of aggregate wage
growth from the third to the second previous calendar year
(§ 108 Allgemeines Sozialversicherungsgesetz). Therefore, data
on past wage growth can be used to directly estimate the prop-
erties of the stochastic process that determines the realization of
k) in a given year or researchers can directly use the distribution
of past changes in the location of the kink point as a set of
potential kink locations for implementing the permutation test.
In Section 4, we describe how we draw from the distribution
of realized kink location changes in the context of the Austrian
unemployment insurance system.

If directly estimating the stochastic process determining k)

is infeasible, then there is a class of alternative selection mecha-
nisms involving a discretized set of kinks on range [v, v̄].

2. Documentary evidence on rule-making. Researchers can
still proxyP by drawing on information on the institutional envi-
ronment of the relevant RK application. In the spirit of random-
ization inference, P can correspond to a grid of points spanning
the range of proposals for kinks that could have been adopted.
For example, if several policy proposals existed in a political
debate regarding the choice of a reference income V̄ in the exam-
ple of unemployment insurance we discussed, researchers could
use the discretized range [v, v] that includes all of these pro-
posals. For instance, prior to switching to a system of automatic
updates of the earnings ceiling based on aggregate wage growth
in 1969, theGermanBundestag adjusted the earnings ceiling in a
discretionary fashion so that theminutes of plenary proceedings
can be used to gauge the range of discussed proposals.

3. Local randomization neighborhood (Cattaneo, Frandsen,
and Titiunik 2015). In the context of developing a randomiza-
tion inference approach for the RD design treating observations
as randomly assigned, Cattaneo, Frandsen, and Titiunik (2015)
designed a data-driven procedure to select a window around
an RD cuto" based on balance tests of pre-treatment covari-
ates in which treatment status is arguably as good as randomly
assigned. A natural extension of their procedure is to treat the
location of the cuto" or kink as randomly assigned within this
window.

4. Range of available data. As a !nal benchmark, we suggest
that researchers consider the whole range of available data
[vmin, vmax] and treat the empirical distribution of V as the
distribution for P. This follows the approach in Section 4 of
Gelman and Imbens (2014) for selecting pseudo-thresholds in
the context of evaluating RDdesigns. This approach is natural in

the context of using the RK design to estimate the causal e"ect
of unemployment bene!ts on unemployment duration, because
there are a wide range of policy kink locations in practice. For
example, the maximum weekly UI bene!t is a direct function
of prior income varies across US states from $235 to $698.

$.%. Exact Size For Testing the Null Hypothesis of Policy
Irrelevance

The goal of our permutation test is to assess whether the data
reject the null hypothesis that the policy does not a"ect out-
comes. We formalize this as a sharp null hypothesis where B
and V denote the range of the policy and assignment variable,
respectively:

Null Hypothesis: Policy Irrelevance. The policy does not a"ect
outcomes at any v : dy(b,v,U )

db = 0, +b * B,+v * V .

Note that this hypothesis implies that the policy is irrelevant,
that is, y(b1, ṽ,U ) = y(b2, ṽ,U ), +b1, b2 * B,+ṽ * V . Under
the Policy Irrelevance Hypothesis and the Assumption of Random
Kink Placement, the distribution of kink estimates over P corre-
sponds to the exact distribution of possible estimates that could
have arisen had the policy kink been at a di"erent location in
the same dataset. Under these assumptions, we can construct an
exact test following the logic of Fisher (1935) and Pitman (1937).
Note that the null hypothesis of policy irrelevance across the
distribution of potential kink points V is stronger than the null
hypothesis in Cattaneo, Frandsen, and Titiunik (2015) and Cat-
taneo, Titiunik, and Vazquez-Bare (forthcoming), who assume
policy irrelevance in a local region around the discontinuity.

Proposition 1. Under the Null Hypothesis of Policy Irrele-
vance and the RandomKink Location assumption, there exists a
test function %(v, y, k) for signi!cance level " that has an exact
!nite sample level of ".

In Appendix B, we follow the structure of a simple proof by
Romano (1990) documenting that under the Null Hypothesis of
Policy Irrelevance and the Random Kink Location assumption
there exists a test function %(v, y, k) for signi!cance level " that
has an exact !nite sample level of ".

Under the assumption of random kink placement, the null
hypothesis thus leads to a testable implication that can be
assessed by measuring how unusual a given realization of the
test statistic is at the policy kink. Analogous to the test outlined
above, researchers can also calculate p-values for assessing the
likelihood that the null hypothesis is true given the RK esti-
mate at the policy kink k) and the distribution of placebo kink
estimates. Suppose a researcher had calculated 1000 placebo
kink estimates and the estimate at the policy kink k) was the
20th lowest of these estimates. Subsequently, the two-sided p-
value would be calculated to be 4% corresponding to twice
the one-sided p-value of 2%. More generally, the two-sided p-
value can be calculated as twice the minimum of the two one-
sided p-values, that is, the minimum of the fraction of placebo
estimates—including the one at the actual policy kink k)—that
are no greater than or no smaller than the test statistic at the
policy kink k).
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$.&. Con#dence Intervals

We also construct con!dence intervals by inverting the permu-
tation test following Rosenbaum (2002, chap. 2.6.2) and Imbens
and Rubin (2015, chap. 5.7). The con!dence interval is de!ned
as the region of potential constant treatments e"ects for which
the permutation test does not reject the null hypothesis of policy
irrelevance when applied to the transformed data.We transform
the data by subtracting out a set of potential treatment e"ects
and then apply the permutation test to the transformed data.
Appendix C provides details on the algorithm that we imple-
ment for identifying con!dence intervals.

$. Applications of the Permutation Test

%.". The E'ect of Unemployment Bene#ts on Duration:
Simulation Studies Comparing Asymptotic and
Randomization Inference

We simulate data based on two existing RK applications estimat-
ing the e"ect of unemployment insurance on unemployment
duration, namely CLPW and KLNS. The simulation studies
compare the size and power of asymptotic inference and the per-
mutation test for linear, quadratic, and cubic estimators based on
FG and CCT bandwidth choice. The simulations reveal a trade-
o" between size and power among inference procedures: FG
bandwidth choice has high power but size well above nominal
levels, while CCT and the permutation test havemuch improved
size but have the power to reject the null hypothesis only in the
KLNS setting and not in the CLPW setting.

!.".". Simulation Procedure andMethods
Our data simulation procedure has two steps. In a !rst step, we
estimate cubic spline models on binned means of data given to
us by the authors of the respective papers. The running variable
in both applications corresponds to measures of prior income
and the outcome variable to a measure of unemployment dura-
tion. The top panel of Figure 3 shows data that CLPW provided
to us, outlining the relationship between log unemployment
duration and base year earnings at the bottom kink for 100
nonoverlapping bins. Similarly, the bottom panel of Figure 3
shows the relationship between unemployment duration and
the running variable for the application in KLNS.We use a cubic
spline model as approximation to the DGP because it o"ers a
very $exible approximation of the conditional mean function
with only one additional parameter per knot. We estimate two
cubic spline models on each dataset: one with a cubic spline that
assumes there is no discontinuous slope change to evaluate size
and again with a modi!ed cubic spline that allows for a discon-
tinuous slope change at the policy kink to evaluate power. In all
cases, we use a spline with 100 equally spaced knots covering
the full support of the running variable. To illustrate, the solid
maroon lines in both panels of Figure 3 show the estimated
conditional mean function in both applications using a cubic
spline without allowing for a slope change at the kink point,
while the dashed maroon lines show a cubic spline !t allowing
for discontinuous slope changes at the kink point. In a second
step, we simulate KLNS datasets and CLPW datasets, each
with 10,000 unemployment durations where y = E(y|x) + &

Figure #. Conditional mean functions for RK applications in Card et al. (!"#'b) and
Kolsrud et al. (!"#'). The data showing the global relationship between the outcome
variable and the running variable were shared with the authors by Andrea Weber
and Camille Landais. The solid maroon line denotes the fit for a natural cubic spline
estimated on the data without allowing for a slope change at the kink point; the
dashed maroon line denotes a natural cubic spline allowing for a slope change at
the kink point.

and & , N(0, 0.125). We report results from 200 simulated
datasets for FG and 50 simulated datasets for CCT in Table 1.
We implement a higher number of simulations for FG due to
the increased dispersion of estimates based on FG bandwidth
choice relative to CCT and because of the higher computational
burden of CCT’s methodology.

To assess size, we implement the permutation test described
in Section 3 and asymptotic inference in datasets that were gen-
erated under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true. The
kink locations span the feasible range of the running variable
and we consider a grid of 100 equally spaced placebo kinks. The
proof in Appendix B discusses how to handle ties. In every sim-
ulated dataset, we treat every kink as a policy kink, meaning that
we implement the permutation test and asymptotic inference at
each of the 100 placebo kinks. We set the nominal level of the
test to 5% for both inference methodologies and reject the null
hypothesis if the 95% asymptotic con!dence interval excludes
zero. We compute the asymptotic Type I error rate as the frac-
tion of times that the null hypothesis is rejected.

!.".#. Results
When the null hypothesis is true, asymptotic inference with FG
bandwidth choice has size far exceeding nominal levels, while
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Table !. Empirical study: regression kink estimators.

Estimate Interval Length Error Rate

Data Kink? Method Mean SD Asymp Permute Error Type Asymp Permute

CLPW No FG #."( #.$" *.$! %'#.$" Type I (Size) ".*$ "."'
CLPW No CCT !".#) $.#) !!."! &".## Type I (Size) "."' "."'
KLNS No FG ".#' ".&( ".(* '.)) Type I (Size) ".*) "."'
KLNS No CCT "."" ".*( #.&( #.%) Type I (Size) "."' "."'
CLPW Yes FG &."$ #.%' '.!# %'*.") Type II (# - Power) ".#! ".)*
CLPW Yes CCT ).$" #*."' &$.** &".*$ Type II (# - Power) ".(! ".)*
KLNS Yes FG ! %."# ".#& ".'! '.%( Type II (# - Power) "."" ".""
KLNS Yes CCT ! %.&& ".!& #.") #.'! Type II (# - Power) "."" ".""

NOTES: To compare the false rejection rate (size) and false acceptance rate (power) of asymptotic and permutation-based methods, we analyze data from two empirical
applications which compute the elasticity of unemployment duration with respect to benefits: CLPW (!"#') and KLNS (!"#'). We fit a natural cubic spline to each dataset.
To estimate the Type I error rate, we assume no kink (rows #–&), and require that the first derivative is continuous at all of the knots. To estimate the Type II error rate (rows
'–$), we allow the first derivative to change discontinuously at the policy kink.We randomly generate #",""" unemployment durations y = E(y|x) + &with E(y|x) from
the cubic spline and & , N(+, +.,$'). For ease of exposition, we have scaled up the outcome variable by ,+' for CLPW and by ,+$ for KLNS. FG uses a local linear estimator
with Fan andGijbels’s (#((%) bandwidth, while CCT uses Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik’s (!"#&b) local linear estimatorwith quadratic bias-correction.We set the nominal
level of the test to '%.We reject the null hypothesis when the estimate at the kink location is outside the ('%confidence interval, where the interval is constructed either
using standard asymptotic methods or the permutation method described in Section * for a set of placebo kinks on [!#&"", #)$""] for CLPW and [!&"", *""] for KLNS.
We use one draw of the dataset per simulation draw and #"" placebo kinks to estimate the Type I error rate. Reported results are based on !"" (FG) and '" (CCT) draws
for each specification.

CCT’s procedure and the permutation test are reliable, as docu-
mented in Table 1. To evaluate size, we report the Type I error
rate, which is the fraction of placebo kinks where each method-
ology rejects the null hypothesis at the 5% level. Linear estima-
tors with FG bandwidth choice have substantially higher than
nominal coverage rates, close to 40%, demonstrating a failure
of asymptotic inference for these modeling choices. This fail-
ure arises because the procedure cannot distinguish between the
global “U-shape” in the CLPW data-generating process and a
discrete change in slope at the policy kink. In contrast, estima-
tors following CCT’s procedure perform substantially better and
lead to Type I error rates much closer to the nominal level. The
Type I error rate of the permutation test corresponds to the nom-
inal level of 5% as proven in Proposition 1.

In the context of these two empirical applications, the permu-
tation test produces longer con!dence intervals precisely when
asymptotic methods over-reject the null hypothesis. We con-
struct asymptotic interval length using standard methods and
permutation interval length using the methodology described
in Section 3.5 and Appendix C following Rosenbaum (2002,
chap. 2.6.2) and Imbens and Rubin (2015, chap. 5.7). The inter-
val lengths based on the permutation test are substantially larger
than the asymptotic ones in the case of FG bandwidth choice,
in particular in the case of CLPW, where intervals based on the
permutation test are two orders of magnitude larger than the
asymptotic ones. In contrast, permutation-test based con!dence
intervals following CCT’s procedure tend to be larger, in three of
four speci!cations, but of a similar order ofmagnitude as asymp-
totic con!dence intervals based on CCT.

To assess power, we implement the permutation test and
asymptotic inference in datasets that were generated under
the assumption that the null hypothesis is false, speci!cally by
assuming that there is a slope change in the DGP at the policy
kink. We use the same grid as in our analysis of size and again
set the nominal level of the test to 5%. We analyze the Type II
error rate, which is de!ned as the fraction of times, where the
null hypothesis is rejected when there is a true policy kink.

When the null hypothesis is false, Table 1 shows that
asymptotic inference with FG bandwidth choice consistently
rejects the null hypothesis, while CCT’s procedure and the

permutation test rejects the null hypothesis in only one of two
empirical applications. ForCLPW, the error rate is 12%when the
FG bandwidth procedure is used; in contrast, CCT and the per-
mutation test fail to reject 92% and 73% of the time, respectively.
For KLNS, the error rate is zero across all procedures, that is, the
null hypothesis is rejected each time. This shows that asymptotic
inference with FG bandwidth choice has high power in both set-
tings, while CCT and the permutation test only have su#cient
power in one of the settings. The permutation test delivers di"er-
ent conclusions in these two settings due to the di"ering shapes
of the conditional mean functions. The estimated slope changes
in CLPW away from the policy kink tend to be positive, just
like the change at the true policy kink. In contrast, in KLNS, the
slope change at the policy kink is negative, while the estimated
slope changes away from the policy kink tend to be zero or
positive.

We also assess the performance of quadratic and cubic spec-
i!cations and !nd that standard inference achieves lower type I
and higher Type II error rates as the order of the local polyno-
mial model increases. Table A.2 in the Appendix demonstrates
qualitatively similar results for quadratic speci!cations, while
Table A.3 demonstrates that cubic speci!cations with standard
inference also have lower Type I error rates. In addition, we also
implement the permutation test by drawing on information on
the institutional environment and using the past realization of
changes in the earnings ceiling as described in Table A.4 in the
Appendix and proposed in Section 3.3. Similar to the previous
speci!cations, the results in Table A.4 illustrate that the permu-
tation test achieves exact size, albeit with higher Type II error
rates than standard procedures.

Taken together, the results show that linear and quadratic
estimators with FG bandwidth choice over-reject the null
hypothesis in data simulated based on actual RK applications.
Our results show a trade-o" between size and power across
inference methods. Unlike asymptotic FG methods, CCT’s
estimator as well as permutation test-based inference lead to
Type I error rates closer to the nominal level. However, CCT
and the permutation test have su#cient power to detect an
e"ect of unemployment bene!ts on unemployment duration in
only one of the two empirical applications.
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%.!. Comparing Standard and Randomization Inference:
Additional Simulation Studies

To further understand where our approach has power, we
extend the analysis to three arti!cial data-generating processes
(DGPs). The conditional mean functions for the linear and
nonlinear DGPs that we analyze are displayed in Figure A.1 in
the Appendix. For each of these conditional mean functions,
we simulate data with and without a kink at zero analogous
to the procedure in the previous section and report the same
set of statistics as in Table 1 to study size and power. DGP 1
is a linear function and piecewise linear in the speci!cation
with a kink. DGP 2 is based on a combination of trigonometric
polynomial and exponential functions with and without kinks.
DGP 3 follows a sine function. The simulations show that there
is a spectrum where asymptotic inference using FG bandwidth
substantially over-rejects and CCT has closer to nominal size
but lower power and the permutation test has size close to
nominal levels but lowest power. In general, the power of RK
estimators is lowest when the DGP is highly nonlinear relative
to the e"ect size studied.

We implement simulation procedures analogous to those
described in Section 4.1. Speci!cally, we study a grid of 100
equally spaced placebo kinks on the interval [!1,1] and ana-
lyze 200 simulated datasets using the FG methodology and 50
simulated datasets using the CCT methodology for computa-
tional reasons and due to the higher dispersion of FG estimates.
The only modi!cation is that while in the real datasets there was
exactly one location for the policy kink—that is, the actual policy
kink in the applications in CLPW and KLNS—in our simulated
datasets we consider a grid of equally spaced locations for the
policy kink in our analysis of the Type II error rate.

Table 2 reports the Type I error rate of linear RK estima-
tors under asymptotic and permutation test-based inference. In
line with the previous section, the results document that asymp-
totic inference with FG bandwidth choice leads to substantial
overrejection of the null hypothesis—Type I error rates greater
than 50%—when the DGP features nonlinearity (DGPs 2 and
3), while it performs well when the DGP is linear—in the case
of DGP 1—with a Type I error rate of 5%. Asymptotic infer-
ence based on CCT’s procedure outperforms the estimator with
FG bandwidth, but leads to overrejection of the null hypothe-
sis in some settings with nonlinearity (DGPs 2 and 3). Inference
based on the permutation test achieves Type I error rates at the
nominal level of the test by construction. In Appendix Tables

A.5 and A.3, we repeat the exercise for the case of quadratic and
cubic RK estimators. The relative performance of these estima-
tors with asymptotic inference does not improve relative to the
case of linear RK estimators. Again, the permutation test leads
to empirical coverage at the nominal level.

Table 3 reports the Type II error rate of linear RK estima-
tors under asymptotic and permutation test-based inference for
slope changes of 5 and 20 at the kink point and shows that
the permutation test su"ers from lower power for highly non-
linear DGPs. Asymptotic inference with RK estimators relying
on the bandwidth choice procedure in FG leads to the lowest
Type II error rates and has small interval lengths compared to
asymptotic inference based on CCT as well as the permutation
test. Nonetheless, comparing the mean of the estimates across
speci!cations reveals that CCT’s estimator is much less biased,
in particular in the case of DGP 3, which is highly nonlinear.
The results also suggest that the power of the permutation test
is particularly low when the DGP is very nonlinear. Curvature
makes the implementation of the RK design particularly prob-
lematic due to misspeci!cation bias, as discussed in Section 2.3
and pointed out by CCT. In the case of highly nonlinear DGPs,
point estimates are alsomuchmore dispersed as indicated by the
standard deviation and longer intervals for the permutation test.
In Appendix Tables A.6 and A.3 (last six rows), we also report
results for the case of quadratic and cubic estimators.

%. Applying the Permutation Test to Existing RD
Applications

In this setting, we brie$y document results of applying the per-
mutation test to RDdesigns based on twowell-known studies by
Lee (2008) and Ludwig et al. (2007) and illustrate that standard
asymptotic inference and the permutation test deliver similar
conclusions in the RD setting. We display the conditional mean
functions in Figure A.2 in the Appendix. To apply our analysis
to an RD setting, we modify equations (8) and (9) to allow for
an intercept shift at the discontinuity:

vk %
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,-
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...
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...
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Table ". Simulation study: size of regression kink estimators.

Estimate Interval Length Type I Error Rate

DGP Method Mean SD Asymp Permute Asymp Permute

# FG ! "."" ".#' ".&& (.#$ "."' "."'
# CCT "."# ".'' #.)* &.#& "."' "."'
! FG ! ".$( #.$# !.%) #".(! ".'% "."'
! CCT ".") !."# '.!# $.)% ".!& "."'
* FG ! #.$% !".&! *.#" ##).") ".(& "."'
* CCT !".!! %."* #$.$) !*.#% ".#' "."'

NOTES: To compare the false rejection rate (size) of asymptotic and permutation-based methods, we analyze the data-generating processes displayed in Figure A.#. For
every DGP, we randomly generate #",""" observations with x distributed uniformly on [!!,!] and y = E(y|x) + & with & , N(+, +.$'). FG uses a local linear estimator
with Fan and Gijbels’s (#((%) bandwidth, while CCT uses Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik’s (!"#&b) estimator. We set the nominal level of the test to '%.We reject the null
hypothesis when the estimate at the kink location is outside the ('% confidence interval, where the interval is constructed either using standard asymptotic methods or
the permutation method described in Section * for a set of #"" placebo kinks on [!#,#]. In this setting, the null hypothesis is true by assumption and the Type I error rate
for an accurate estimation method should be '%. Reported results are based on !"" (FG) and '" (CCT) draws for each specification.
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Table #. Simulation study: power of regression kink estimators.

Estimate Interval Length Type II Error Rate
True

DGP Kink Size Method Mean SD Asymp Permute Asymp Permute

# !" FG #(.(( ".#& ".&% #!".$! "."" "."&
# !" CCT !"."% ".&) #.%( *.'* "."" ".""
! !" FG #(."! #.$" !.%) #".!% "."" "."'
! !" CCT !".*& #.%* '.!* $.(! "."" ".""
* !" FG #).$# !".!! *.#* %%!.!# "."% ".$(
* !" CCT !".") %.!' #(.&* !*.#* "."! ".#'
# ' FG '."# ".#' ".&* %#.%) "."" ".!'
# ' CCT &.(* ".'% #.)( *.') "."" "."$
! ' FG &.#! #.$$ !.%' #".)! "."( ".')
! ' CCT '.#! #.$& '.!' (.*' ".#! ".*(
* ' FG !.(# !".'! *.#" #*$.#" "."& ".(&
* ' CCT &.') '.*' #(.!% !*."! ".$! ".$)

NOTES: To compare the false acceptance rate (power) of asymptotic and permutation-basedmethods, we analyze the data-generating processes displayed in Figure A.#. For
every DGP, we randomly generate #",""" observations with x distributed uniformly on [!!,!] and y = E(y|x) + & with & , N(+, +.$'). FG uses a local linear estimator
with Fan and Gijbels’s (#((%) bandwidth, while CCT uses Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik’s (!"#&b) estimator. In our baseline specification, we randomly choose a kink
location on [!#,#] with a kink size specified in column !. We set the nominal level of the test to '%. We accept the null hypothesis when the ('% confidence interval
includes zero, where the interval is constructed either using standard asymptotic methods or the permutation method described in Section * for a set of #"" placebo
kinks on [!#,#]. Reported results are based on !"" (FG) and '" (CCT) draws for each specification.

Table $. Empirical study: regression discontinuity estimator.

Estimate Interval Length Error Rate

Data Discontinuity? Method Mean SD Asymp Permute Error Asymp Permute

Lee No IK "."" ".#" ".*' ".)( Type I (Size) "."% "."'
Lee No CCT ! "."" "."& ".#' ".)" Type I (Size) "."' "."'
LM No IK "."" #.!' &.'& #%.$) Type I (Size) "."% "."'
LM No CCT "."# #.'% '.*' $.#) Type I (Size) "."% "."'
Lee Yes IK ".&' "."( ".*% ".$" Type II (# - Power) "."" ".""
Lee Yes CCT ".&& "."& ".#& ".)" Type II (# - Power) "."" ".""
LM Yes IK !#.%' #.!* '.#' #$.$( Type II (# - Power) ".)) ".))
LM Yes CCT !#.%& #.%! %."& $.&! Type II (# - Power) ".$" ".$*

NOTES: To compare the false rejection rate (size) and false acceptance rate (power) of asymptotic and permutation-based methods, we analyze data from Lee (!""$) and
Ludwig-Miller (LM, !"")). For the “Yes”Discontinuity rows, we estimate a natural cubic spline, allowing for a jump in the intercept in the knot at the policy discontinuity.
For the “No”Discontinuity rows, we take the true DGP and subtract the estimated jump at the policy discontinuity so that the conditional mean function is continuous at
zero. For Lee, we randomly generate results from #",#(' electionswith a victory probability equal to the predictedmean of the cubic spline. For LM, we randomly generate
a mortality rate in !,$#" counties using a predicted mean of the cubic spline and a standard deviation of '.). IK uses a local linear estimator with Imbens Kalyanaraman’s
(!"#!) bandwidth, while CCT uses Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik’s (!"#&b) local linear estimator with quadratic bias-correction. We compute two-sided asymptotic p-
values and permutation-based p-values from placebo kinks on [!&$,&)] for Lee and [!&",(.'] for LM using the method described in Section * and set the nominal level
of the test to '%. The permutation test is based on #"" placebo kinks. Reported results are based on !"" (FG) and '" (CCT) draws of each dataset.

The analysis of size and power of asymptotic and permutation
test-based inference follows the same structure as in Sections
4.1 and 4.2 and we report the results of our simulations in
Table 4, which also features randomization inference for the RD
design based on the approach in Cattaneo, Frandsen, and Titiu-
nik (2015). The simulation studies reveal that for both RD appli-
cations the permutation test and asymptotic inference lead to
actual size close to nominal size and have comparable Type II
error rates.

We also !nd broadly similar results using a di"erent permu-
tation test proposed by Cattaneo, Frandsen and Titiunik (2015,
CFT in the following), which holds the location of the disconti-
nuity!xed and randomly varies which observations are assigned
to the treatment and control. Speci!cally, we implemented CFT
for 50 simulated datasets based on Lee (window of 1) and LM
(window of 1.1, following Cattaneo, Titiunik, and Vazquez-Bare
forthcoming). With nominal size of 5%, the Type I error rates
were 0.28 (Lee) and 0.04 (LM), while the Type II error rates
were 0.00 (Lee) and 0.78 (LM). CFT’s performance is similar to
the asymptotic and permutation method’s in Table 4 except that
CFT over-rejects the null in the Lee empirical setting.

&. Conclusion

Wedevelop a permutation test for the regression kink design and
document its performance compared to standard asymptotic
inference. The thought experiment underlying our test di"ers
from the one of standard asymptotic inference, which is based
on the thought experiment of drawing observations from a large
population so that standard errors re$ect sampling uncertainty.
Our test follows the randomization inference approach in taking
the sample as given and takes the assignment of treatment—here
the location of the kink point—as a randomvariable and thus the
source of uncertainty.

Nonlinearity is ubiquitous in many of the settings in which
RK designs are applied. In the presence of such nonlinearity,
the test can o"er a complement to existing methods and is
more robust than asymptotic inference with standard band-
width choice. Based on the results of our simulation studies,
we recommend that practitioners: (1) avoid using linear and
quadratic RK estimators with FG bandwidth choice, (2) use
CCT’s robust procedure as preferred procedure for estimating
slope changes, (3) use the distribution of placebo estimates to
assess whether they will have power to detect economically
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meaningful results in their context, (4) report p-values con-
structed by comparing their point estimate to the distribution
of placebo estimates, and (5) report the robustness of the per-
mutation test to di"erent assumptions on the placebo kink dis-
tribution.

SupplementaryMaterials
The online supplementary materials contain the appendices for the article.
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